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SHOWS



CIRQUE DREAMS
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SMXVG47Rx70

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SMXVG47Rx70


CIRQUE DREAMS

Is an exotic encounter inspired by nature’s  

unpredictable creations that are brought to 

life by  an international cast of soaring 

aerialists, spine- bending contortionists, 

acrobats, jugglers and  musicians.

From the breathtaking soaring aerial 

butterflies to  the balancing giraffes, 

gigantic flowers, trees and  kings of the 

jungle, this world-class explosion of  

athleticism, theatre and imagination will  

exhilarate and entertain audiences of all 

ages  anywhere in the world.





https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hAzwaPAzGRI

CRAZY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hAzwaPAzGRI


LUNATIC
the new show of Cirque Bouffon

A sleepwalker wandering in the night.A creature  

whose feelings and sensations change with the  

change of the moon and who lives bizarre  

situations in a wonderful magic.

Crazy, detached, magical.

The enchanting staging in the style of the  

New Circus transports the public into a  

poetic dream world.

CIRQUE BOUFFON



CIRQUE BOUFFON

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2FekGi7oRYs

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2FekGi7oRYs


▪Discover the Dinosaurs: Time Trek is an ALL NEW touring  

event for the whole family. Our dinosaur exhibit features  

realistic animatronic dinosaurs set in interesting scenes that  

transport you back to theJurassic… including one dinosaur for  

which kids can actually control the movements themselves!  

Families enjoy multiple hands-on attractions like the bone  

scanner, design-a- dino, and the fossil find. Then head to the 
Tim• eTrekStage to experience fun interactive shows and family  

challenges!

▪High quality, theatrically designed exhibits and

entertainment that draw from our over 38 years of

experience in providing live entertainment.

DISCOVER THE 

DINOSAURS



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DFvtr1YpviU

DISCOVER THE 

DINOSAURS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DFvtr1YpviU


UNIVERSE OF SUPERHEROES



UNIVERSE OF SUPERHEROES

Museum of Pop Culture (MoPOP), SC Exhibitions and Marvel Entertainment announced the  

world premiere of MARVEL: UNIVERSE OF SUPER HEROES in Seattle in April 2018.

The exhibition is currently being developed under the title MARVEL: UNIVERSE OF SUPER  

HEROES by an international curatorial and design team, under the creative leadership of MoPOP’s  

senior curator Jacob McMurray. Renowned comic experts Ben Saunders, Matthew Smith and  

Randy Duncan complete the curatorial team.

From enduring legacy characters such as Captain America, The Avengers and Spider-Man, to the  

ragtag misfits The Guardians of the Galaxy, the Marvel powerhouse has invented and continually  

reinvented some of the world’s most popular comic characters, beloved by generations of readers,  

movie-goers and video-gamers. Over the years, Marvel artists and writers have created an enchanting,  

interconnected fictional universe, one that has influenced global pop culture from fashion to street art.



UNIVERSE OF SUPERHEROES



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VMoWn_7c700

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VMoWn_7c700


MAGIC NUTCRACKER (CHINA)



MAGIC NUTCRACKER (CHINA)



The original story of an enchanted mirror,

a beautiful girl, the ultimate Prince Charming  

and a shiny red apple comes to life on ice,  

with ballet, gymnastics and aerial aerobatics  

to create a breathtaking and mesmerising  

experience.

This spell-binding show promises to be both  

lavish and spectacular, dazzling with its sheer  

beauty and elegance that will thrill the whole  

family.

SNOW WHITE ON ICE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W9TSDmYIVLk

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W9TSDmYIVLk


SNOW WHITE ON ICE



SNOW WHITE ON ICE



CINDRELLA ON ICE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hUBQoPVDve0

An evening of awe and wonder waits as the  

internationally acclaimed Russian Ice Stars  

present a truly magical Theatre on Ice  

production of the well-loved fairy-tale,  

Cinderella.

The Russian Ice Stars deliver a dazzling  

interpretation of this enchanting story loved  

by all ages, a treat for the whole family.

The high-speed combination of

extraordinary skating beautifully staged

and breath-taking aerial feats, will leave

you mesmerised.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hUBQoPVDve0


CINDRELLA ON ICE



ALICE IN WONDERLAND ON ICE

https://ww•  w.youtube.com/watch?v=tmkdRQYs1UY

https://ww•  w.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=9&v=9jy0oXQ1uLk

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tmkdRQYs1UY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=9&amp;amp%3Bv=9jy0oXQ1uLk


ALICE IN WONDERLAND ON ICE



BLACK LIGHT SHOW
Welcome to a magical wordless world. A world which  

will tell you a bewitching story, which is about every  

one
•
of us.

A once-in-a-lifetime experience full of enchantment  

and surprising effects.

Come and relax, and have fun in a fairytale world.

When watching the story, every viewer will start  

drea•ming and looking into the corners of their own  

heart.

The visually rich presentation will open a magical  

dream world before you. Be witness to a spectacle  

during which our hero saves a child imprisoned in a  

spiderweb of fear. He overcomes the traps thanks to  

the power of the gifts he receives during his journey.

But don't worry, not even your children will be afraid

– they will be enthused and amazed.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rpJE5FmEy6E

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rpJE5FmEy6E


MOVING SHADOWS
Shadow theatre. Shadow dance. Shadow play. There  

are
•
many terms for this genre.

But none of them do justice to the spectacular and  

intoxicating “Moving Shadows” shadow show,  

directed by Harald Fuß.

The Mobilés use astonishing precision and amazing  

dexterity to create charming and inventive stories  

from the magically poetic to the enchantingly comic.

The mystical shadow play of the “Moving Shadows”  

carries you away to a fantastic world. Bodies melt  

artistically and become objects, animals, plants and  

then people again. Supported by captivating music, a  

spellbinding round of images is created that rouses  

associations and emotions. A play with light and  sha•

dow.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hLxULLYpZj0

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hLxULLYpZj0


AFRIKA! AFRIKA!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hlAI4xsSNFA

The largest African Themed Show on the planet !!

The German “Spiegel Magazine” referred to a

„kingdom of street performers and the joy of  

living in paradise”.

And even the German TV channel ZDF  ventured 

to say that with this show, „André  Heller has 

created something good for the  benefit of the 

audience, the artistes and a  whole continent.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hlAI4xsSNFA


AFRIKA! AFRIKA!



It's a cruel story with fantastic music. What happens if  

you make a remake featuring international dancers cast  

of it? By the European break dance champion to the  

extraordinary Stage actor dancers are deepening in a mix  

of musical theatre, R'n'B by Danny SAUCEDO,  

Tchaikovsky classic, electronic dance music and a pop  

song of by Swedish singerAnnaTernheim

The Swedish star choreographer Fredrik Rydman, former  

bounce Member and choreographer of international stage  

success Swan Lake Reloaded, the Nutcracker brings  

reinterpreted on stage. THE NUTCRACKER RELOADED  

is a street dance version of the classic Ballet and leads  

young and old audiences together - Tchaikovsky's  

masterpieces and new songs.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eFKXIDdedgo

THE NUTCRACKER -RELOADED

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eFKXIDdedgo


WHAT IS SANDART?

The fingers of the sand artist are "dancing"  

in harmony with the music on a glass plate  

illuminated from the bottom. Wonderful  

paintings appear and dissolve, presenting  

beautiful visual stories with a magical  

atmosphere that no spectator can escape.

painting touches the audience  so deeply in 

the heart.

We can adapt the show to your individual  

need and create tailor made content.

SANDSATIONwith 80pictures around theworld

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BW0oFd23xsM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BW0oFd23xsM


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ryQUeIkDSC8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SjXb4STxH6o

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pDNwWgU8eP4

RONCALLI CIRCUS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ryQUeIkDSC8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SjXb4STxH6o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pDNwWgU8eP4


RONCALLI CIRCUS



RONCALLI CIRCUS



RONCALLI CIRCUS (ARENA)



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-jPG6lyWoyg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-jPG6lyWoyg


PADDINGTON ON ICE 



STARS IN CONCERT

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yt3ZIM6eIm0

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-EolZN7Vdos

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yt3ZIM6eIm0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-EolZN7Vdos


EXCLUSIVE FESTIVAL 
ENTERTAINMENT



Forward to the past»

This is a story about a boy & a girl who travel through the  

time to the magic world and meet their legendary  

celebrities. The combination of music, dancing & neon  

technologies will impress the audience. You will see neon  

images of world famous celebrities.

This show was created in honor of great people and artists  
who touched people’s hearts.

THE NEON  

STREET  

DANCE



Walking street dance

Choreographic dance with Hip Hop dancers.

A humanoid robots gang descends upon the city.

They are programmed to walk in line and glide together.

People in the present; our modern world will see new creatures which  

might come back in the future, with their own personalities, their own  

qualities and technical defects , which will create an interesting time-gap.  

The public is in action, clapping hands, stepping back and forth following  

this strange group of Androids coming from the outer space.



LA NANNAS

The Beautiful NANNAS

This choreographed act in movement  

of great beauty that plays surprisingly  

between Plastic Art and Living Art, the  

costumes are bright from the inside, in  

order to allow the canvases to give a  

"stained glass" effect, the light being  

diffused outwards from top to bottom  

until the headdress of the character.

They walk majestically, with a heart in  

hand, a balloon or surprises to  

distribute playing with the public  

through funny scenarios sowing good  

humor on their way, with their "concert  

of laughter”.



A finely-crafted puppet show about a boy who has an  

unusually singing talent – He like to meets people  

and sing to them in his comical way.

Funny & meaningful, this original story will  

entertain young & old people at your  

events.



The Trash Percussion Performance is all about ‘Everything’s  

going...it doesn't need any instruments!’

Unconventionally, the refuse collectors provide their audience with a  

breathtaking rhythm show focused on bins & recycling.

Playing their main instruments - eight trash cans - tenderly but at full  

tilt they create sounds undreamed of combined with some spectacular  

choreography.

TRASH  

PERCUSSION  

SHOW



The walking Circus of Art is ideal at events as roving

characters

People can touch the art of glow.

In daylight & under flash conditions the blue is so  

vibrant it really comes to life & leaps out at you  

creating that perfect backdrop for those festival  

photo opportunities. They have been fitted with LED  

lights for that ethereal touch at those evening events.



LAMPADOPORS
The Inflatable Puppets

Lampadopors chant, sing and giggle cheerfully.

Each puppet carries two different light sources, each  

one with its own function, the scattered light lights the  

inside of the structures.

The conception of each inflatable induces a different  

type of handling & thereby a different personality for  

each Lampadopors & its puppet: calm & tender,  

smooth & mischievous, restless & furtive, posed &  

paused, curious & high. They will be surprising the  

crowd playing shrill music, dancing, playing tricks  

around & entertaining the people.



Circus parade is a unique combination of music & multiple circus elements, such as stilt walking,  

juggling, unicycling & much more!

This performance will create a great interaction with your audience & is suitable for all target groups.  

Everyone will enjoy this parade, executed by professionals with years of experience in dance, music and  

circus. The circus parade will walk through the audience to show the most amazing tricks & combine this  

with multiple show moments, everybody will be amazed!

Amazing circus parade  

dance festival of lights.



Amorous Ballad is the new luminous fresco an elegant  

deer herd indulges in astonishing dances. A genuine  

ode to love, a tribute to nature. Charm, tenderness &  

passion form the colors of this visual & choreographic  

show, in which the couple is the source of a timeless  

writing named “love”.

These fascinating giants bring their powerful & vivid  

poetry to life. A graceful urban ballet, a unique &  

unlikely meeting in the maze of our streets that  

become the stage of the most beautiful love stories.

AMOROUS
Fantastic street parades



The musicians combine marvelously the playfulness of the  

acrobatics on rollers & an impressive musical technicality on  

arrangements of funk, salsa, eastern music, French song.

Alternating scenic strolls & danced static sequences. Roller Brass  

Band abolishes the boundaries between marching band, circus  

parade & street show.

The only fanfare in the World on roller skates!



Umbrella is a musical & luminous ambulatory spectacle. The drummer with  

dance used facility are extremely smart and dynamic which can be  

characterized by an overwhelming power. They are able to create rhythmic  

music with any object that gets into their hands.

This show will be a great experience because you will be able to hear the well  

known songs and the audience will discover new wonders and new ideas  

minute after minute .

Musical show with rhythm lighting.



A performance lit with a warm lamp  

glow. Adorned in gold leaf filigree in an  

instrumental tapestry of their world.

Marvel at this duo!.

A selfie sensation, encouraging  

audience engagement with a  

personalized event speech bubble.  

They make a comic spectacle.

Story Of Art



spectacular performance by French  

street dance and acrobatic troupe.  

A highly visual ambulatory show  

that will spice up your events with  

musical flavors of love and line it  

with confetti in the form of white  

hearts.

Allow yourself to be carried away  

by this wind of passion, let your  

heart swing and dance with them.

MADEMOISEL

LS  OPERA



LA PHOTO

MENWe gotcha, yeah we gotcha  

good! Snap! Flash!

With our photo men ; they are  

professional event photographers, as  

comedies act !

They will make your audience feel like  

superstars, as they fight to get perfect  

pictures with our fake paparazzi  

performers flashing, shouting & putting  

smiles on faces. It’s just good fun.

These roving paparazzi will have your  

clients believing a star is coming.

They will pretend to take photos with their  

historic cameras.

Everyone around is famous!



Black Square» (BlackSquare) - a creative workshop which will  

implement the most unusual ideas.

Their number one priority is what the audience likes and wants.

We only do what you want and like first of all to They come with

all your favorite circus & theater - acrobats, jugglers, musicians,

mimes and Art.

They know how to make a memorable holiday, festival, corporate

and event.

Back ToConcepts



Four voluminous toys that run on a rope.  

The teacher takes out his "Bambalua toys" to  

walk, with the intention of verifying the  

reactions of his inventions; Thinking that  

everything is under the control of mechanics  

& that the toys have predictable & automatic  

reactions in order.

The reactions of the “Bambalua Toys" will be  

surprising; they discover, they experience &  

they surprise everyone!



With Marsh & Mellow pull glitz & glamor in every show. Marsh &  

Mellow dominate artfully manicured, humorous talk.

They are narcissistic enough to pose with dedication for each camera,  

which comes into its orbit. On irresistibly charming way they embody  

the lifestyle of the dazzling headlights world & simultaneously  

parodying it with subtle irony. By Pudel duo MARSH & MELLOW each  

event shines in reflection of the big wide world.



This effect is created by dance combined with optical illusions  

supported by a light design.

The group splits & forms couples or individual characters  

depending on the technical structure of the costumes; these  

characters sneak & crawl in the various streets or any locations  

outdoor & indoor locations/venues whenever possible.

Back ToConcepts



STYLE GROUP ( JAPAN )



( USA)



MORE THAN JUST A PERFORMANCE
Vanity Artist and Better Entertainment  are the leading artist 

booking agencies in the Middle East offering a broad variety of 
world class entertainment to the region including A-List artists, 
celebrity speakers, family entertainment, world class DJ's. live 

bands, musicians, artistic shows, dancers and much more


